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Background:

q We propose an incremental text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis method that synthesizes speech in small linguistic units for streaming applications.
q Our method uses pseudo lookahead generated with a language model as future context to address the tradeoff between naturalness and waiting time.

Incremental TTS for streaming application e.g., simultaneous speech translation)
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Experimental Evaluation
Conducted objective and subjective evaluations to evaluate synthetic speech quality
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forced-alignment toolkit [19]. We used the pretrained GPT21

and WaveGlow2 models for the evaluation. On the basis of
a preliminary experiment in which we calculated the cosine
similarity values over time steps for different L, we selected
L = 5 as the setting that produces the closest lookahead to
using the ground-truth future segment. When performing the
sampling operation with GPT2, we applied top-k sampling with
k = 1 in all cases. We trained the TTS model with a batch
size of 160 distributed across four NVIDIA V100 GPUs for
76 000 iterations, for which we observed the convergence in all
the training cases. When performing the fine-tuning, we trained
only the contextual embedding network with a batch size of 32
on a NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080Ti GPU for 4000 iterations,
where we used !sim = 10!3. We used the Adam [20] optimizer
with "1 = 0.9, "2 = 0.999, and # = 10!6. We set a learning rate
of 10!3 and 10!4 in the TTS model training and the fine-tuning,
respectively, applying L2 regularization with weight 10!6.

B. Evaluation Cases

To investigate the effectiveness of lookahead prediction with
GPT2, we conducted objective and subjective evaluations by
comparing the following methods: (1) Ground-truth, ground-
truth audio clips included in the test data; (2) Full-sentence,
sentence-level Tacotron2 model [5]; (3) Independent, where the
TTS model synthesized a current speech segment independently
of the contextual information [12]; (4) Unicontext, where the
TTS model used only the past observed segment for context
conditioning of the TTS model; (5) Bicontext, which is the
proposed method described in Section III without the fine-tuning
method; (6) Bicontext (truth), where we used ground-truth test
transcripts for unobserved future sentences like the conventional
lookahead-k strategy [4] that waits for observing k words;
and (7) Bicontext (fine-tuned), which applied the fine-tuning
method to Bicontext. Audio samples3 synthesized with these
methods are publicly available.

C. Objective Evaluations

Unlike the utterance-level TTS, incremental TTS is more
prone to fail in synthesis and to output non-recognizable speech.
Therefore, we measured the word error rate (WER) and char-
acter error rate (CER), defined as the word- and character-level
Levenshtein distance [21], using the state-of-the-art ASR model
to evaluate how natural and easy the output speech is to recognize
as a human utterance. We used a joint-CTC Transformer-based
model [22] trained on librispeech [23], which is included in
ESPnet [24]. Table I lists the results.

First, both the CER and WER were vast for Independent.
In some cases, the Independent did not predict the stop flag
correctly due to the lack of contextual information, which caused
a sluggish part in the output speech and significantly increased
the insertion rate. As a result, Bicontext synthesized output
speech that was easier to recognize than that with Independent.
Furthermore, the error rates of Bicontext were lower than
those of Unicontext, which used only the observed context,

1[Online]. Available: https://github.com/graykode/gpt-2-Pytorch
2[Online]. Available: https://github.com/NVIDIA/waveglow
3[Online]. Available: https://takaaki-saeki.github.io/itts_lm_demo/

TABLE I
CER, WER, AND MOS FOR EACH METHOD DESCRIBED IN SECTION IV-B

thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the pseudo lookahead
with GPT2 for incremental TTS. Finally, examining Bicontext
(fine-tuned), we can see that the fine-tuning method decreased
the error rates to a level comparable to that of Bicontext (truth),
which used the test transcript for the lookahead.

D. Subjective Evaluations

To evaluate the quality of output speech, we conducted a mean
opinion score (MOS) evaluation test [25] on naturalness. Forty
listeners recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk [26] par-
ticipated in the evaluation, and each listener evaluated 35 speech
samples, where we randomly chose five samples from the output
utterances of the test data for each method. Table I shows the
average MOS scores with 95 % confidence intervals.

First, our proposed methods scored significantly higher than
Independent, which is based on the prior work [12]. Further-
more, the proposed methods outperformed Unicontext, which
considered only the past observed context, thus demonstrating
that the pseudo lookahead with GPT2 significantly improves
the naturalness of synthesized speech. When we compare the
proposed methods, Bicontext and Bicontext (fine-tuned), the
average score of Bicontext (fine-tuned) was higher, suggesting
that language model-guided fine-tuning leads to more effective
pseudo lookahead generation. Finally, our proposed methods
achieved naturalness comparable to Bicontext (truth), which
uses the lookahead information (like the method of Ma et al. [4]).
This result indicates that the pseudo-lookahead conditioning
with a language model-guided fine-tuning improves the quality
equivalently to waiting for the actual lookahead observations
without increasing the latency. Note that we also conducted AB
tests for Bicontext, Bicontext (fine-tuned), and Bicontext (truth),
but we did not find any significant differences between them as
in the MOS evaluation test.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we proposed an incremental text-to-speech
(TTS) method using the pseudo lookahead generated with a
large pretrained language model. This method synthesizes a
current speech segment while generating the unobserved future
information with GPT2 instead of waiting for its actual obser-
vation. We also proposed a language model-guided fine-tuning
method to use the pseudo lookahead for incremental TTS more
effectively. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness
of our methods in terms of both the synthetic speech quality
and the latency. In future work, we will further enhance our
method towards an incremental TTS with a quality equivalent
to sentence-level TTS using only observed information.

q Incremental TTS: Synthesizing speech in small linguistic units

q We propose an incremental TTS method generated pseudo lookahead as future context
Imitating human’s incremental reading (reading while predicting framework)
⇨ Achieving higher naturalness without waiting for future input words

q Sentence-level TTS:  Using full sentence to generate output speech

q Incremental TTS suffers from tradeoff between quality and latency
Synthesizing each segment independently [1] ⇨ Lower latency but lower quality
Waiting for k words (lookahead-k policy) [2] ⇨ Higher quality but need waiting time
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1) Incremental synthesis procedure

Generating pseudo lookahead with GPT2 [3] 
from observed segment

Current segment, past observed segment, and 
pseudo lookahead are fed to encoder 

Encoded past observed segment and pseudo 
lookahead are fed to contextual encoder

Encoded current segment and contextual 
embedding are combined and fed to decoder

2) TTS model architecture and training
q Tacotron 2 [4]-based neural TTS model

3) Language-model-guided fine-tuning
q Fine-tuning only contextual encoder 

using language model so that model 
better fits pseudo lookahead

q Training model with ground-truth lookahead

q In addition to loss for TTS model training, 
we define cosine similarity loss between 
contextual embedding with ground-truth 
lookahead and with pseudo lookahead

1) Experimental conditions 
Corpus LJSpeech [5] (English, single speaker, 24h)
Number of words in each input segment 3 (training), 2 (inference)
Number of words in pseudo lookahead 5

2) Incremental TTS systems

Reference [1] Yanagita et al., Proc. SSW, Sep. 2019. 
[2] Ma et al., Proc. EMNLP, Nov. 2020.
[3] Radford et al., 2019.

[4] Shen et al., Proc. ICASSP, Apr. 2018.
[5] Ito et al., 2017.

Independent [1] Unicontext
Bicontext &

Bicotext (fine-tuned) Bicontext (truth) [2]

Results of objective and subjective evaluations

Cosine similarity between 𝒆!"#!$ and 𝒆%&'#()

3) Evaluation metrics 
Objective evaluation: Calculated 
error rates  with speech 
recognition model
Subjective evaluation: Mean 
opinion score (MOS) test with 
40 native English speakers
4) Results 
Bicontext > Unicontext : Demonstrating the effectiveness of pseudo lookahead
Bicontext (fine-tuned)≥ Bicontext (truth) : Equivalent to waiting for future words
Full-sentence > Bicontext (fine-tuned) : Need to further improve quality

5) Discussion
𝒆!"#!$: contextual emb. with ground-truth lookahead
𝒆%&'#(): contextual emb. with pseudo lookahead

q Training encoder, decoder, and context 
encoder in an end-to-end manner
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Sentence-level TTS: Using full sentence

Proposed TTS: Incremental synthesis and prediction 
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Waiting for future input words

Q) Is precise word prediction needed?
⇨ GPT2 prediction is much better than random 
Q) Random sampling or Maximum likelihood?
⇨ Maximum likelihood (k = 1) is better 

Q) How fine-tuning affects contextual embedding?
⇨ Fine-tuning Improves contextual embedding in early time step (beginning of sentence) 


